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“THE SEXIEST BAR IN TOWN”
The Campbell Apartment in Grand Central Station has long been a secret spot for the stars, welcoming everyone from Frank Sinatra to George Clooney. Proprietor Scott Gerber brought in interior designer Randy Kemper to refurbish the space that has been rechristened the Campbell. “As soon as you enter, the sense of history is palpable,” Kemper said. He has big plans for the space; he hopes to bring in a professional “burglar” to crack open the massive safe in the bar’s enormous fireplace to see what’s inside. At the opening were jeweler Lisa Jackson, who just opened a pop-up in Copious Row in Southampton, and designer Tony Ingrao, who called it “the sexiest bar in town.”
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SOCIAL SAFARI

BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY’S, AND DINNER AT LINCOLN CENTER
The Philharmonic screened Breakfast at Tiffany’s with a full orchestra and a large chorus performing Henry Mancini’s Academy Award-winning score. Mancini once said, “It took me a long time to figure out what Holly Golightly was all about. One night after midnight I was still trying. I don’t drink much, but I was singing. And it came to me. I wrote “Moon River” in half an hour.” Among those donning pearls and sunglasses for the fun night were Daisy Soros, Lili Fook, Mary Nederland, the Honorable Colleen Bell, Fran Weisler and special event chair Karen Loefak. 96216422
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